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ABSTRACT

E-Book Marketing System is a new idea of e-commerce and marketing strategy. The problems with the current system, there are many systems do not have marketing function and e-commerce function in one system. The difficulties faced by the user that they must have two or more system to make sure they can have both functions. The main objective is generating new system, which combine e-commerce and marketing system in new system. The users of these systems will be internet marketer, affiliate and website visitor. The modules for each of the user differ according to their user level. The main modules will be the e-commerce with the connection with pay pal account and marketing function via email. Besides that, there are also have affiliate module and admin management module. This system upload at malaysiahoster hosting, so all the process from start buying the e-book, promotion and until download the product. This system uses the client-server model that involved 3-tier architecture. This system is used the PHP as a language script and MySQL as a database. The e-book marketing system also used the “Waterfall” as a methodology and the entire project used the Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) with SSADM as an approach techniques.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

E-Book Marketing System is developed to make a new system which has marketing and e-commerce function. This system used e-book “Secret Internet Service System” as example for promote and sell the e-book with online business. The main problem for the current is, there are many systems like Joomla, PhpNuke and ZenCart at the market which can develop an interesting web with shopping cart function but do not have marketing function. Besides, many internet marketers have thier good product and service but no buddies know about their business or web. So the desired system combined web management and marketing function to increase the company customer to buy the e-book.

This system that will be developed from the beginning process including connection with paypal and credit card service for e-commerce transaction until confirmation from paypal for complete download. Before this, some internet marketer sell their e-book manually which customer have to wait respond from internet marketer email to download direction and this process consumed a long time if internet marketers do not check their emails.
There are several ways on how to increase customer like generate friends, affiliate programs (MLM), mailing list, promote with famous web and etc. Therefore E-Book Marketing System will combine all these function with web management. This system can also save their mailing list and auto responds email for every action. This system also includes management function for every transaction report, affiliates list sales report and helpdesk for customer inquiry.

1.2 Problem statement

After doing some research about internet marketing and e-book strategy promotion, there are some problems occurred from the process of current system which stated as below:-

1) Do not have marketing function

The main problem in current web system are, there are many web which have web management function but do not have marketing function like Zencart, Jomlaa and Mambo. Therefore, internet marketer cannot promote and sell their product or service because nobodies know about their address web.

2) Do not provide all function in one system

The current system function’s were build in different system. For example www.affiliatepsyceter.com has affiliate function and www.autoresponds.com have mailing list function. So admin (Internet Marketer) cannot manage their entire customer and must login to different system to view their sell or promotion progress.
3) Do not have stored mailing list function

The current system do not allow customer to view others email list. Therefore internet marketer cannot promote their other product or service. Besides, auto responds mail also cannot save and view their customer list. Internet marketer only can get their email list form paypal confirmation transaction.

4) Do not have admin function for marketing

Since all the marketing function did not combined in one system, therefore the current system does not have admin function for marketing. So admin cannot manage their promotion and their profit for every purchasing.

1.3 Objective

There are a few objectives of developing E-book Marketing System. The objective of this system is to make sure that this system will reach the goals and the objectives are stated as below:

1. To developed and combine three marketing function in one system which are :
   - Affiliates System (MLM).
   - Email promotion
   - Auto responds Mail System

2. To connect with paypal service and credit card until finish to download e-book

3. To provide management module for every transaction report, affiliates list sales report and helpdesk for customer inquiry.
1.4 Scope

Following are the two categories of scope:

1) Users:

There are three users used E-book marketing system:

- Admin for this system
- Customer or website visitor
- An affiliate who is joins affiliate programs.

2) Modules:

- **Web Management Module**

This module will be used to attract customer to buy the e-book. This module functions as sales page for this system. It is contained all informations about e-book such as price, chapter and design cover e-book.

- **Affiliates Module**

These modules function as MLM (Multi Level Marketing). This module involves three users which are admin, Affiliates, and customers. This module is optional either the customer want to join the system or not. If they interested to join this system, customer need to register and they will get affiliate id which they can promote our e-book and get commission for every sale. This module has two sub modules which are registration module and login module. After user register they can get promotion link from this company.
- **Generates Friend Modules**

This module is to increase mailing list traffic to promote the web to their friends. In this module, customer can get discount if they tell their friends about this e-book. Customer can tell this promotion via our auto responds email.

- **Auto Responds Mail Modules**

This module is the main function of this system. Basically, this module will be able send email to customer to track mailing list and promotion. This module will be developed using SMTP protocol using admin hosting server (for SMTP address and username/ password details). This module will be used at three sections which are:

1. At generate friend module to tell their friend about the promotion
2. After complete the payment transaction with paypal credit card in order to send username and password for download e-book.
3. After complete registration with affiliate module in order to send password and link promotion.

- **Management Module**

This module will help admin to manage their marketing plans. In this module it will help admin to organize affiliate’s sales list, mailing list for promotion and transaction report from paypal or credit card.
1.5 Project significance

This system will give many benefits to Internet Marketer and website visitor or customer. All of benefits of this system will be explain briefly below:

1) Internet Marketer– This system will give many benefits to Internet Marketer especially in their e-book sales and promotion. This system also can increase their customer and website visitor. Basically this system will helps them to combine several internets marketing function like generator friends, affiliates program and auto responds mail. All these functions will help in their promotion in marketing plans. Furthermore, the all process in this system is more effective and systematic because all the customers’ mail will be stored and this process will help Internet Marketer in making their own mailing list. This system also helps their admin of the company to manage their marketing management function. Where it help admin to organize affiliate’s sales list, mailing list for promotion and transaction report from paypal or credit card. By combining all function and strategy in one plan, it will reduced marketing risk and make the management process to be systematic and well organized.

2) Customer/Website visitors – Customer can easily understand all information and content of e-book at sales page. Besides customer can join affiliate program and can get benefits or commissions for every single sales they make. Furthermore, all the transaction are using paypal and credit card and it fast and give more security secure for customers.
1.6 Expected Output

The expected output for this subject is to develop a web-based system with complete process including e-commerce, paypal transactions and marketing function. This system can managed internet marketer in their marketing plans and increase their e-book sales. From the marketing function, this system can stored mailing list and calculate their profit and loss. Besides that this system also have affiliate program. Every affiliate has their own account to view their seller and history transactions payment. Therefore, the system can track their id for every purchasing.

Lastly, this system also has admin function for every transaction report, affiliates list sales report and helpdesk for customer inquiry.

1.7 Conclusion

As a conclusion, the introduction chapter clarifies about project background, objectives, problem statement, and project scope. Besides that, this chapter also identifies the expected output and hoped to be completed to solve the problem statement and achieved the desired.

The next chapter is to perform literature review of the existing system. By doing the research, it will be able to compare and developed a system that will fulfill the current system constraints. Besides, the next chapter also explains the project methodology will be used and project schedule such as milestone and Gantt chart.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

This chapter wills briefly specific factors that are relevant to educational aspirations and deviant behavior. Generally, the purpose of doing literature a review is to analyze critically a segment of a published body of knowledge through summary, classification, and comparison of prior research studies, reviews of literature, and theoretical article (University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2006). Once a broad problem area practical or theoretical is identified the next step is to review the literature on topic. Examining both the theoretical and research literature on a current process usually will help to narrow the topic and identify a testable hypothesis (Cooper. H, 1988).

To collect the information to developed E- Book Marketing System, the resources include Books (find more details sources), electronic media (internet), printed media (journal articles), and guidance from lecturer will be refer as a reference. The literature study in current system could give more reference in system development process such as interface, flow process and level of security should be improve and enhance from the current system.

The best methodology will affect the flow of development system. The waterfall development methodology will be chosen to implement this system.
2.2 Fact and findings

The fact and finding are method to review and make research by looking at what work has already been done in the research area. There are few case studies that are related and have similar with current system based on the category, concepts, functions, software and hardware requirement. All of the case study is explained briefly below based on research from internet.

2.2.1 Domain

The domain which related with this project is e-commerce. E-commerce is a new way for user to sell their product or service in internet online business. There are many website use e-commerce like ebay.com, lelong.com.my and etc. Every purchasing and transaction is handled by third party like paypal, clickbank and credit card.

E-book marketing web based system will use e-commerce technique to develope this web. This web provides E-book for internet marketer to sell and increase the number of customer in internet online market.

2.2.2 Existing System

1) Case Study 1: Italian Recipe E-book (http://www.dunway.com/italian_recipes)

This web is taken from www.dunway.com which is one of the Italian products selling via online web system. This system is online web-based system which is totally custom-generated using Content Management System (CMS) PhpNuke. Main page of this web is sales pages which explain the content of e-book, price, and some picture to brief the recipes menu.